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OVERVIEW
In the current market there is another masternode project with a trade bot
that has been in existence for over 10 months.
This project came on to the scene with promises of 6000% and some
unsubstantiated claims of producing these results. The bot uses high risk
leverage trading and has failed to deliver. It is thought that this has been an
elaborate plan to entice investors to put their money in and buy time until they
possibly could develop a bot that works.
The trading pool bot is different in that it doesn’t make wild exaggerated
claims of 6000% ROI or use high risk trading with investors capital to gain
more investors.
The trading pool strategy risk management means that, it would take a high
number of consecutive losses to bankrupt the funds pool and as it is designed
to steer clear of coins that are more susceptible to market manipulation, this
would be very unlikely to happen.

“The trading pool bot is different to anything else on the current
market and should not be compared or confused with others.”

INTRO
Trading Pool Coin came into existence after a series of unfortunate scams by
“redacted” coin who promised to make a trading pool which would provide a
generous return for its investors. In further fraudulent activity, “redacted” coin
entered into a partnership with a large “redacted” service to give them more
credibility with potential investors and their plan worked when many investors
deposited large amounts of funds which resulted in substantial loses when
redacted coin failed to fulfil their promises.
The Trading Pool team initially offered to help by developing a trading bot for
the “redacted” coin’s platform but their offer was refused with the comment
“if you can make a trading bot that works then why would you not make it for
yourself? So that is exactly what they did and the Trading Pool project was
born with the creation of the trading bot.
When the trading bot was first created, it was rigorously tested for over 2
months before the team went public and presented it to investors. The bot
has now been running for over 3 months with an average 20%+ return for its
investors. It has now been decided to take the project to the next level with the
introduction of masternodes to provide a passive income for investors and as
a means to obtain further benefits from the profits generated from the trading
bot. The revenue from the sale of the presale masternodes will be used to
develop the trading pool so as to simplify the process of investment with full
transparency for investors.
The trading pool bot is the first utility and this provides the masternode
project with a 0 day working product. It is normally rare to be given the
opportunity to invest in a working and proven system and presale
masternodes will be limited until the full exchange launch of the TPC coin.
Other utilities are planned with the DApps Hub soon to follow.

ABOUT THE TRADING BOT
Just over 6 Months ago back in June 2019 the team were created and got to
work on a strategy that they could sell to investors to provide a passive
income. Everything fell into place quickly and the bot was tested in private for
over 2 months. The team have adapted a low risk strategy which has worked
with great effect and even in the recent very tough market conditions, the bot
has been returning an average of 12-15% monthly profit.
The trade bot has been built with the use of various oscillators, such as MACd
RSI, MAs and a number of other technical indicators. It trades coins on
Binance and only trades btc/alt pairs. It doesn’t trade BTC/USDT pairs and will
only choose coins that have specified range with upper and lower trading
volumes to be met.The bot has a 60%+ strike rate and will only use a
percentage of the funds from the available portfolio when a trade occurs due
to its built-in risk management rules, resulting in a low percentage of trade
losses . When a buy signal occurs, the script will run on TradingView and use
3commas trading bot which will initiate the trade using the Binance api. The
strategy used is a closely guarded secret and the core fundamentals of the
success of the trading bot. SL (stop loss) is always in place for all trades.

An Example of risk management: The trade bot took a VET coin trade which
did 30% in profit however due to the use of risk management, the bot closed
the trade with 20% (without using the whole portfolio).
The team make it clear that the trading pool project are not promising a “get
rich quick scheme”, but instead a rewarding passive income through the use
of their lower risk strategy bot trading.
Current structure of monthly fees applied to all profits.
0% fees for all profits equal or below 12%
2% fees from 12.01% - 19.99%
4% fees for profits equal to or above 20%
Fees subject to change.
The fees charged will be used for buybacks and other purposes.
(Full explanation can found below in “Usage and Purpose”)

TPC USAGE AND PURPOSES
TPC Coin will be used as the currency of the upcoming platform, as well as in
addition to BTC for all products and services. It is worth noting that all
subscription and service fees paid in BTC will be used for buybacks of the
TPC Coin on exchanges. Holders of TPC Coin will receive loyalty bonuses in
the form of free TPC Coins and other benefits and rewards, such as 0 trading
fees.

BUYBACKS
For the first 3 months, 60% of profits obtained from trading bot fees will be
used to buyback coins from the markets. It is estimated there should be a
buyback volume of $5,000- $10,000 each month.
Following a successful presale, all surplus funds will be added to the trade bot,
with profits earned to contribute with further market buybacks and support on
the market.
The goal is to develop and release the second utility within 3 months of the
end of presale, to provide more income sources and use cases for the TPC
Coin. After the first 3 months buybacks are expected to be lowered to 30%
due to the anticipated additional funds generated from the second utility,
however as the goal is to continue with $5,000-$10,000 of buyback volume
each month, this would be supplemented further from the profits generated,
to try to maintain buybacks we set as the goal.

MARKETING
The trading pool team believe strongly in marketing for the initial launch and
success of their business and for this reason a substantial budget from the
presale funds will be allocated for marketing purposes. These will include
listings for branding and exposure and funding to drive targeted website
traffic to their specific landing pages with the focus on growing their customer
base for a large market share.

DApps Hub
As you could already be aware, there are many DApps but there is no platform
or location that allows you to browse or learn more about all the legit DApps.
The trading pool team are aiming to change that with the launch of the DApps
Hub, to bring together all the DApps and allow users to discuss and
communicate with other DApps members.

Other Utilities
Other future utilities could include multi-asset betting and lottery platforms.

COIN SPECS
TPC Specification :

Coin name

TP Coin

Ticker

TPC

Algorithm

QUARK/PoS

Block reward:

Variable (TBA)

Masternode Collateral:

1000

Staking (POS) reward

1%

Operations Fund

10 %

Block Time

120 SECONDS

Minimum Staking Maturity

12 hours

Total supply

21 000 000 TPC

Premine:

100 000 TPC (0.47%)

PRE-MINE AND LOCKUP INFO
All coins bought in presale before the opening of the exchange will be frozen
in the CRYO program from VAULT Investments for a period of 6 months,
countdown initiated on the opening day of the exchange. Rewards generated
from the initial collateral can be withdrawn as normal or reinvested for
maximum growth. Any coins reinvested will still be unfrozen and can be
withdrawn at anytime.

Blockchain start up breakdown as follows
37,000 sold in Masternodes, or split for 10% shares
8,000 To be distributed for project owners
5,000 For giveaways and promotions
50,000 Total TPC (50% of Premine)

The CRYO program’s unsold strategy will be used to ensure a total of 50
mastenodes will be launched at the end of presale with a guaranteed ROI of
200%. To be held until the opening on the first exchange.

The remaining 50,000 Premine which will only be sold on OTC above market
rates, or used for ice drops or bonuses and frozen on the platform under the
terms of the CRYO program.

There will be a sales HARD cap of 37,000 in total, presale to include all
Masternodes split for shares.

Join our community

